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49. Bidding 1NT as an overcall
without a stopper 

in the opponent’s suit

To bid Notrumps after the oppo-
nents have bid, you should have a
stopper in their suit(s). Otherwise
the opponents can run through
the suit, leaving you powerless.

To overcall 1NT (ie bid 1NT as
an overcall after an opposing One-
level opener), you need 15-19
points, a balanced hand, and a
stopper in the opponent’s suit. You
do not neeed stoppers in all the
other suits).

Exercise: Right-hand opponent
has bid 1♥. Which of these heart
holdings constitute stoppers?
(i) ♥K63, (ii) ♥QJ3, (iii) ♥Q3, 
(iv) ♥J95, (v) ♥J1095.

Answers: (i), (ii) and (v) are stop-
pers; slow stoppers are fine (show
stoppers for the opponents). The
third and fourth are not.

What Happened
West wisely led a heart v South’s
3NT and his lack of a heart stop-
per proved immediately fatal, East
winning ♥Q, cashing ♥AK and
enjoying ♥983. Two down.

What Should Have Happened
The excellent 4-3 fit 4♠ is reached,
East leading out ♥AKQ, West
throwing ♦9 (best) and you
(North) ruffing with ♠2. You cash
♠KJ and wince when East dis-
cards to reveal the 5-1 split. All is
not lost.

You cross to ♣A and cash ♠AQ,
throwing ♦32. You then cash ♦K
and lead ♦6 towards dummy’s
♦A5. If West ruffs with his last
spade, you’ll win the last three
tricks with ♣KQ and ♦A. If he

discards, you’ll win ♦A, cash ♣KQ
and give up the last trick to West’s
last spade. Ten tricks and game
made. andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 3NT (by S) , Opening Lead: ♥5

Dealer: East, Vulnerability: Neither

N

W E
S

♠KJ2
♥J6
♦A5432
♣Q43

1♥

1NT(1) Pass 3NT(2) end

(1) Where’s the heart stopper?
(2) Naturally assumes partner has cover in
the opposing hearts.

What Happened

S W N E

♠AQ64
♥1074
♦K6
♣AK62

♠5
♥AKQ983
♦QJ87
♣75

♠109873
♥52
♦109
♣J1098

What Should Have Happened

S W N E
1♥

Dbl(1) Pass 3♦(2) Pass
3♥(3) Pass 3♠(4) ass
4♠ end

(1) Not ideal with a diamond too few and a
heart too many. But that’s a smaller flaw
for double than no heart stopper is for 1NT.
(2) Jumping to show game-invitational val-
ues ie 9-12.
(3) Asking for more information eg a heart
stopper.
(4) Intelligently showing the three decent
cards with a possible 4-3 fit in mind. 

Contract: 4♠ (by N), Opening Lead: ♥A


